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Dear all, 

This is an appeal for your support of the campaign to release Omar Khadr from prison. We urge 
you to contribute to this campaign by helping to raise funds for the legal defence conducted by 
Omar’s pro bono lawyer, Dennis Edney.  

Your support to help free Omar Khadr can be made via donation: 

1. Send a cheque to: 
Free Omar Khadr Now Committee 
P.O. Box 57112 
RPO East Hastings Street 
Vancouver, V5K 1Z0, B.C. Canada 
(Please enclose your email address) 

2. Donate online: 
     Please go to: http://freeomarakhadr.com/2013/08/30/helpfreeomar/ 

3.  Bank Deposit/Interac e-transfer: 
     Free Omar Khadr Now Committee  
     VanCity Credit Union, Branch 13  
     Account number: 531590 
     freeomarkhadrnow@gmail.com  
 

Omar Khadr’s Case-a Brief Update: 

September 29, 2013 marked the first anniversary of Omar Khadr’s incarceration in Canada.  

In September 2013, Dennis Edney Q.C. filed an application in an Alberta court to have Omar 
Khadr transferred from the maximum security penitentiary in Edmonton, where he is currently 
confined, to a provincial institution. The basis of the application is that Omar Khadr was 
sentenced as a young offender and therefore cannot be lawfully detained in a maximum 
security prison. 

Omar Khadr has been held in custody for the past 11 years (largely in solitary confinement). He 
was captured, at the age of 15, in Afghanistan by the U.S. Army and held at Bagram Air Force 
base before being transferred to Guantanamo Bay. 

Rather than identifying Omar as a child soldier and offering protection guaranteed by the 
Convention on Rights of the Child, the U.S. detained Omar Khadr without charges until 2007. 
Despite counter evidence, the U.S. military then charged him with “war crimes” (murder, 
attempted murder, conspiracy, spying and providing material support for the enemy) because 
“as an unlawful enemy combatant” he was “without combat immunity”. These crimes (which do 
not exist under Canadian or international law) were created by the U.S. Government under its 
Military Commission Act of 2006. Without any legal foundation these charges were then applied 
retroactively to offenses alleged to have been committed in 2002.  



In exchange for Omar Khadr’s confession to these charges, in October 2011, a U.S. military 
tribunal sentenced him to an additional eight years with the proviso that he could apply to 
return to Canada to serve out his sentence. 

Omar Khadr is the first child in modern history to be convicted of war crimes. 

Dennis Edney-a Brief Update: 

Dennis Edney, an Alberta lawyer, has taken the lead to ensure Omar Khadr’s freedom and has 
been representing him, at no charge, for the past 10 years.  

His current legal strategy has four components: 

1. Court hearing to have Omar transferred to a provincial institution (September 2013), 
2. An upcoming request to the National Parole Board for Omar Khadr’s parole, 
3. An appeal to a U.S. federal appeals court to withdraw the convictions on the grounds that 

Omar Khadr’s “crimes“ were not recognized as such at the time of his capture,                               
4. A civil lawsuit to be filed against the Canadian government for violation of Omar’s 

Constitutional and other rights while he was imprisoned in Guantanamo.   
 

Besides this free legal work, Dennis Edney has contributed tens of thousands of dollars for 
expert witnesses, professional fees, disbursements and he continues to travel across Canada 
and the U.S. to speak on behalf of Omar.  

While Dennis Edney has received a number of awards for his defence of Omar Khadr and 
despite great personal and economic costs to him, he has never (with the exception of a few 
small donations) received any public or private financial support for his work.  

We believe it is time for fair-minded people everywhere to help Dennis Edney in this important 
fight for fundamental justice. Our goal is to raise $25,000 and although that amount will not 
cover all upcoming legal expenses, it will indicate concrete public support for his fight for Omar 
Khadr’s freedom.  

Dennis Edney did not initiate this request. He supports it because Omar needs the help. Please 
forward this message to anyone else who might be interested. 

All funds collected will be forwarded to Dennis Edney, and donors will receive an account of 
funds raised. 

Thank you for your consideration and support in bringing justice to Omar Khadr. 

 
Regards, 

Muna Abougoush, Afroze Ali, Gary Caroline (Caroline + Gislason Lawyers LLP), Kathy Copps, 
Gail Davidson, Peter Golden (Golden and Golden Law), Ruth Herman, Heather Marsh, Dr. 
Margaret McGregor, Aaf Post, Katherine Ruff, Helen Sadowski and Paul Tetrault. 

 

For more information please visit: 

http://www.freeomarakhadr.com 
http://www.cbc.ca/documentaries/doczone/2008/omarkadr/index.html 
http://freeomarakhadr.com/2013/07/07/backgrounder/ 

To hear Dennis Edney speak about Omar Khadr: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1XYUjTT0i6U 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WHHr-ro1gV4 
 


